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Abstract – The current paper includes formal
definition of the grammar of the proprietary scripting
procedural language used by the proprietary EMS
Workflow management Environment of Dextro
Research Ltd. (DR) as an inseparable part of project
metadata, which developers create using the DR Script
Editor and DR Step Shop IDE tools. Unique features
and operators of the language, such as Flow Identifier
are defined and example usages are depicted and
explained. The paper describes an innovative method
of process steps addressing using flow identifiers and
position context and current step number context. The
trigger subsystem is described, the types of triggers of
various events are listed, and examples are given.
Output documents generation mode of the interpreter
is functionally described and special built-in operators
in the language grammar and global variables, aim to
make the process as easy as possible.
Keywords – workflow, flow identifier, programming
language, flow operators.

1. Introduction
In order to build a better Workflow programming
environment and language, certain research questions
have to be taken into account: Q1. How can the
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amount of code definitions and usages be minimized;
Q2. Is it possible to combine various mathematical
paradigms such as polar coordinate system in favor
of Q1; Q3. Is it possible to design and implement an
intuitive and easy to use flow addressing mechanism
and language operator; Q4. How easy is for the
workflow system to support human tasks; Q5. How
human tasks can be more universally defined; Q6.
How a flow-programming environment can be
implemented in such a way, that semantic errors can
be avoided on the development stage. Q7. Can flow
programming project metadata be structured in such
a way, that end user GUI can be automatically
generated.
Many of the reviewed well-known programming
languages especially designed for workflow
applications do not fully meet the requirements
assumed by these research questions. Many
languages rely on rather static workflow patterns
[11,10,7]. Many of them [11,10] rely on large XML
definitions which make the code rather large and
does not allow the usage of some benefits of
procedural languages. On the other hand, it has been
noted that standard [7] fails to support human tasks,
that is, tasks that are allocated to human actors and
that require these actors to complete actions, possibly
involving a physical performance. Some extensions
of [7] and [10] natively support human tasks, but
they just support several types of human tasks, which
do not adequately meet the requirements of real life
human tasks and events. Therefore, it is vitally
important for a workflow system to allow developers
to define the task types themselves. Many of the
languages, such as [1] are graphical data flow
languages, which provide GUI interface for
algorithm definition, which is somehow user friendly
for non-experienced developers, but makes the
continuous code support quite difficult; since
complex algorithms would need graphs with large
amount of nodes and edges. The graphical only
functionality leads to “drag and drop” syndrome. The
“drag and drop” syndrome leads to a development
process in which the developer is too busy to perform
“drag and drop” operations, rather than to be able to
focus on the pure programming logic. If a developer
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spends more time on building a graphical scheme
issues rather than solving specific flow application
issues, then this flow programming language is not
worth using. All of the reviewed systems lack a
satisfactory good mechanism for semantic errors
avoidance.
2. Our Approach and Language Overview
In the next paragraphs, we present our approach and
try to provide answers to the above presented
research questions.
2.1. Q1 & Q4 & Q5 & Q6 & Q7 Project metadata
structure and Process definition
The set of all finite tuples of S would be denoted as

Seq(S ) . The zero set e Seq(S ) including the zero

tuple e .
The set of all finite subsets of S (including the empty

()
set – ∅ ) will be denoted as Set s , a set build of
elements

g1 , g 2 ,, g m

{g , g ,, g }

with

set (g1 , g 2 ,, g m )

m .
or 1 2
A project Metadata M is formally defined as:
M = <C, S, P >
Where C is Class data, S is Step data, P is process
data.
𝐶𝑖 = <
𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡, 𝐴𝐵𝐵𝑅, 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟, 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠, 𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒
and 𝐶𝑖 ∈ 𝐶 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖 ∈ [1, |𝐶|]. 𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 is a Class
Name, which is visible to the developer, 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡 is the
text of a current class, which is visible to the end
user, 𝐴𝐵𝐵𝑅 is a class abbreviation, which is a unique
alias of the class, 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 ∈ 𝐶 ∪ ⊘ and
𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 ≠ 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 is a base class of
the current class, with which they form class
hierarchy. 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 is a unique class number and
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 ∈ [1, 998]. A special class Number is the
Number 999, which is a base class number for all of
the registered classes in the system. A special class
Number is the number 0, which is a base class for
none of the classes. 𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 is the functional
implementation of the user interface of the class. A
few native FieldTypes are currently supported:
number, date, text, sequence, nomenclature,
nomenclature field participating in hierarchy, HTML,
XML, image, etc.
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Step Data S is a set containing step definitions
𝑆𝑗 =< 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟,
𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑠, 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ, 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡, … >,
𝑗 ∈ [1, |𝑆|], which are the definitions of various
events which may occur in the context of a process
𝑃𝑘 and file. 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 is visible to the end user
name of the step. 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 is a unique integer
identifier of the step. A special step number 999 is a
base step number for all of the registered steps.
𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
and 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
are the size
information for the automatic interface generation of
the step. 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑠 is a user interface control
information of the classes, participating in the step.
𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 ∈ 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑠
and
𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = <
𝐶𝑖 , 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑊, 𝐻, 𝑖𝑠𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒, 𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 … >,
where
𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑊, 𝐻, 𝑖𝑠𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 are the display parameters of
user interface controls. 𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 is a set of user
defined rights for insert, update, delete, view
privileges for given user groups.
A way to maximize the avoidance of semantic errors
during the code implementation is to make the
developer define semantic data classes that include
not only data type information, and information
about the real life usage of the data class. For
example, a typical data class in EMS would be “Date
of court trial verdict”. After the definition of the
required semantic classes, logical steps, in which
those classes participate, have to be defined. That
allows the employment of many IDE features, like
data class hints, data class semantic autocomplete
features, during the writing of flow operators into the
code, etc.
…programming
>
For example, if the developer begins to write a flow
identifier, all of its possible forms are proposed as a
list. If a class is addressed in a step, which does not
include it, the built in semantic error discovery
mechanism notifies the developer. Intelligent
filtration of step numbers, class numbers and possible
flow directions is performed based on the
information of the current step context. The
developer can choose different step context and run
the semantic error discovery mechanism again.
The automatic generation of GUI is possible due to
the information stored in the steps and classes,
including field types, field coordinates, etc.
A step, process and sub-process in the context of
EMS can be viewed as human tasks performed by an
individual outside the automation of the workflow
application. For example a deployment of a court
trial expert report is a task, which is performed
outside of the system and results with a document:
the report itself, which can be uploaded by the
expert, along with some interesting data about the
expert report, that can be required. As a result, a new
step containing the document and some data classes
regarding the document will appear in the case file.
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The set of all processes p will be denoted as P.
The EMS Workflow 𝒑 is the graph 𝑝 = (N, E ),
which consists of the following:

• A) A set of nodes N = {Ni ; i ∈ ������
1, n},
Ni = (R 𝑖 , D𝑖 , 𝑉R 𝑖 , 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖 , F𝑖 , Γ𝑖 , 𝑝𝑖 , 𝑆𝑅𝑖 ,
𝑆𝐷𝑖 ), where:
• 𝑅𝑖 = {R ij ; j ∈ ������
1, s}; s ∈ ℕ is a set of nodes
(also called signals), and 𝑅𝑖 ∈ 𝑠𝑒𝑡(𝑂);
������
• D𝑖 = �D𝑖𝑙 ; l ∈ 1,
k; �, k ∈ ℕ – a set of
produced objects (also called slots), and
𝐷𝑖 ∈ 𝑠𝑒𝑡(𝑂);
������
• 𝑉R 𝑖 = �VR 𝑖𝑙 ; l ∈ 1,
k; �, k ∈ ℕ – a set of
user data entered incoming signals (also
called user signals), and 𝑉𝑅𝑖 ∈ 𝑠𝑒𝑡(𝑂);
𝑉R 𝑖 ⊆ 𝐷𝑖
������
• 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖 = �User𝑖𝑙 ; l ∈ 1,
k; �, k ∈ ℕ a set of
users
with
the
right
of
read/write/update/delete/execute the current
step
������ε�, ε ∈ ℕ – a set of output
• F𝑖 = �F𝑖𝑝 ; p ∈ 1,
data generative functions F𝑖𝑝 : 𝑅𝑖 ⟶ D𝑖 ;
• Γ𝑖 = �Γ𝑖ϕ ; ϕ ∈ �������
1, ψ�, ψ ∈ ℕ – a set of
allowing functions, such as Γ𝑖ϕ : 𝑅𝑖 ⟶
{𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒} ;
������ε�, ε ∈ ℕ; 𝑝𝑖 ⊂ 𝑃; - a set of
• 𝑝𝑖 = �p𝑖𝑝 ; p ∈ 1,
sub processes, that can be automatically
started or started by user upon the execution
of the current step
������s}; s ∈ ℕ a set of
• 𝑆𝑅𝑖 = {SR ij ; j ∈ 1,
objects, which are generated automatically,
during the execution of triggers and 𝑆𝑅𝑖 ∈
𝑠𝑒𝑡(𝑂); 𝑆𝑅𝑖 ⊂ 𝑅𝑖 ;
������s}; s ∈ ℕ is a set of
• 𝑆𝐷𝑖 = {SDij ; j ∈ 1,
output data objects which are automatically
generated and 𝑆𝐷𝑖 ∈ 𝑠𝑒𝑡(𝑂); 𝑆𝐷𝑖 ⊂ 𝐷𝑖 ;
B) A set of edges E ⊆ 𝑁 × 𝑁 .

3.

Q1. EMS Language overview

EMS Language is a context-free procedural
command language, which is optimized for
command interpreter, in order to achieve a greater
interpretation/execution speed.[2, 4]. The current
implementation of the command interpreter has all of
its commands stored in its memory, so the commands
are not invoked as separate processes, like typical
Operating Systems command processors do.
The formal definition of the grammar of the
procedural language, which covers single line
parsing, is discussed in this section.
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%token<name> TOKEN_ID
%token<val> TOKEN_NUMBER
%token<op> TOKEN_OPERATOR
%token<flow_id> TOKEN_FLOW_ID
%start program
/*some code omitted*/
program: statement'\n' { (*(struct
AstElement**)astDest) = $1; };
block:
TOKEN_BEGIN
TOKEN_END{ $$ = $2; };

statements

statements: {$$=0;}
|
statements
statement
{$$=makeStatement($1, $2);}

'\n'

|
statements
block'\n'
{$$=makeStatement($1, $2);};
statement:
assignment {$$=$1;}
| whileStmt {$$=$1;}
| block {$$=$1;}
| call {$$=$1;}
assignment: TOKEN_ID '=' expression
{$$=makeAssignment($1, $3);}
expression:
expression
TOKEN_OPERATOR
expression
{$$=makeExp($1,
$3,
$2);}
|
{$$=makeExpByName($1);}
|
{$$=makeExpByNum($1);}

TOKEN_ID
TOKEN_NUMBER

|
TOKEN_FLOW_ID
{{$$=makeExpByFlowId($1);}
call: TOKEN_ID '(' expression
{$$=makeCall($1, $3);};

')'

Fig. 1. Part of the BISON definition of the
Language Grammar
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As much as the development of command line
parser and interpreter is relatively easy [5,4,9],
because a line loop procedure could be created,
which parses and executes the code line by line, the
standard Context Free Language Parser and Lexer
generation tools: Bison and Flex are used only for
single line parsing. A single line of code consists of a
command, command with extra parameters passed,
or assignment statement, while statement, block
statement, calls function or procedure statement.
Assignment statement is similar to assignment rules
in other languages, so its discussion is not of
importance.
4. Q1 & Q2 & Q3 & Q6. The Flow Identifier
Operator
A new and unique feature of the current
Programming language is its Flow Identifier
Operator, which is used as a variable reference,
expression, while loop condition (three in one). It is
lexically defined as a regular expression as follows:
((((((@[09]{6}))[BPNFfbSsLlHh]{1}){1,}(\{[.@
\+\*\-\/0-9A-Za-z@_
\{\}\[\]\(\) ]*,[.@\+\*\-\/0-9A-Zaz@_\{\}\[\]\(\) ]*\}){0,1}(\[[.@\+\
*\-\/0-9A-Zaz@_\{\}\[\]\(\) ]*,[.@\+\*\-\/0-9AZaz@_\{\}\[\]\(\) ]*\]){0,1})|(@[09]{3}(\{,[.@\+\*\-\/0-9A-Zaz@_\{\}\[\]\(\) ]*\}){0,1}(\[[.@\+\
*\-\/0-9A-Zaz@_\{\}\[\]\(\) ]*,[.@\+\*\-\/0-9AZa-z@_\{\}\[\]\(\) ]*\]){0,1})))
Fig. 2. Lexical Definition of Flow Identifier Operator

The Flow identifier operator is used alongside
with the current step context and current process
context in the current loaded file in the EMS
programming environment. [3]
Generally, fields are indicated depending on what
class they have and where the data is in the file and
and in the field. The current cursor position is
decisive for how we want to access the field.
SYNTAX OF SELECTORS [6].

TEM Journal – Volume 7 / Number 3 / 2018.

A format selector:
@ CCCSSSD {} []
(1)
• @ - Prefix of WflID
• CCC - including specifying class data. If the
number is 999 indicates each class;
• SSS - including step code. If the number is 999
specifies each step;
• D - one of directions: F B P N S L H h b f s l
Intuitively, the flow direction can be only two forward and backward. The purpose of this filter is
dependent on the circumstances of substantial
importance for the application system. Classes of
data are designed precisely for their intended purpose
in the application system. This is why standard
filtering includes the presence or absence of the class
data (See CCC by selector). Different types of steps:
i.e., codes of different steps are also essential to the
data. There are functions for even more restrictive
filtering steps as follow not only the existence of a
class of data, but also a value in this class or data
belonging to the process.
SETTING RADIUS RANGE AND INDEXED
ARRAY OF SELECTORS
@ CCCSSSD {Radius, Assortment} [Row, Column]
(2)
where:
•
•

{} - Parameters for the radius and multiplicity;
[] - Parameters for indexed arrays.

Radius - sets the number of consecutive times to
move on in the direction (combination of N identical
transitions). Assortment - If multiple fields in one
step have the same classes, the first fix a value
Assortment = 1 or missing parameter. The second
with a value Assortment = 2, etc.
In order to understand the functionality of the flow
identifier in-depth, a document generation script code
fragment is given as example.
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...
if DocNumber==0
SystemSet("{current}",
"matrixtype")
;initial
document
generation setting - execute for
currently loaded file only
stop
endif ; ...
for @999999f ; loop for each field
in each step from the beginning to
ending
if curstep()==1 ;if
type of current step is 1

metadata

print
...
<td>@(str(@001,"DD.MM.YY"))</t
d>

<td><file>@176{,2}[]</file></td>
low identifier short form

;f

...
endprint
endif
next
print
Fig. 3. Example Document generation script

The given example generates a document, which
describes the current file in an HTML Table form
and loops through the file with the for – next loop
block. The example FlID does no filtering for the
data class and step type, so all data fields are iterated.
Then, if the current step being iterated has a tag “1”
in the metadata definition, the current date field and a
file field are outputted. Some code is omitted and
replaced with “...”.
Examples of current work step form of the flow
identifier operator.
• @ 125 - the first 125-class field in the current
step;
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• @ 125 {1} - the first 125-class field in the
current step;
• @ 125 {2} - the second field with Class 125 in
the current step;
• @ 125 [3] - the third line of the first class field
represented as a string 125
• @ 125 {1} [3] - the third line of the first class
field represented as a string 125
• @ 125 {1} [3] - the third line of the first class
field represented as a string 125
• @ 125 {2} [, 1] - the first column of the second
125 Class field represented as a string.
Flow identifiers resemble polar coordinate systems
i.e., have direction and radius. Syntax is adopted for
recording standard directions. Syntax reflects the
arrangement of the entries one after the other steps in
a file that is equivalent to the actual occurrence of
events in time.
•
F - The next steps of the current cursor position
to the end. Satellites are not taken into account,
although the position of the cursor can be followed;
•
f - The first step in the file. Use lowercase letter
most analogous to F. This is first treated as a next
step from the beginning of the file;
•
B - One of the previous steps, where the term
means before a smaller value of the cursor. Satellites
are not taken into account, although the position of
the cursor may precede them;
•
b - The last step in the file. Refers to the last
step and not the last satellite. Use lowercase letter
most analogous to B. This is treated first step starting
from the end of the file, starting from the beginning
to the end;
•
N - Just the next step, i.e. immediately after the
current step. Satellites not taken into account. This
looks like F, but necessarily required satellite is not
exactly the next step;
•
P - Just the previous step, i.e. immediately
before the current step.
•
Satellites are not taken into account. It looks
like a B, but necessarily requires just the previous
non satellite step;
•
S - Current satellites next satellite, i.e. if the
current step is a satellite. After the current step is a
satellite, it can only be the next successor of the same
parent. All the inheritors of one parent we call orbit.
Therefore, the direction of the S lists all inheritors,
i.e. lists those successors who remain after (follow
the orbit). If the current step is a satellite, that is does
not belong to the current orbit, the direction is empty.
There is an analogy with the direction F, but applies
only within one orbit;
•
s - this direction applies only when the current
step is satellite, i.e. when the current step is within
one orbit. This direction applies when the current
TEM Journal – Volume 7 / Number 3 / 2018.
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step is the first in orbit and it is needed to move to
the beginning of the orbit. „s” in the direction
indicated by the current first satellite orbit. The next
application direction is transformed into "S";
•
L - leads to the first heir to the orbit of the
heirs. In this direction, we move to a higher orbit, i.e.
lower in the hierarchy;
•
l - in the first step of the application leads to the
first successor of the orbit, but in the next application
is transformed in the direction S;
•
H - is intended to provide guidance to a lower
orbit, i.e. higher in the hierarchy, but not to the parent
and to the next parent step. It should only be used in
satellites. If you are currently positioned on the
satellite, that direction leads to a step at the end of the
orbit. End of the orbit may be a step or satellite
higher in the hierarchy. In particular, direction F, N
has a similar effect but the current orbit ends in step
instead of satellite, i.e. H direction is used when it is
not certain that the current orbit is lowest and expect
a lower orbit that is higher in the hierarchy;
•
h - similar to H, but refers to a step parent;
If the current step is satellite directions, B and P have
the following effect. They point to the first nonsatellite step "backwards".
Example: Assume that steps used in Figure 4. contain
fields with step classes as follows:

•
11: @ 999017f => 17 - this applies to each of
the steps of type 11 are located respectively at
positions 5, 6 and 7.
•
22: @ 010999f => 17
•
81: @ 010999f => 17
•
133: @ 010999f => 17
•
43: @ 010999f => 17

•
step st11 - Classes 1, 2, 3, 4
•
step st12 - Classes 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
•
step st17 - grades 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
•
step st22 - Classes 122, 113, 114, 1, 2, 3
•
step st43 - Classes 11, 22, 33, 44, 55, 66, 77,
88, 99
•
step st81 - classes 81, 82, 83
•
Step st133 - Classes 122, 113, 114, 1, 2, 3, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16

5. Conclusion

Full form of selectors’ transitions 1 => 10 can be
constructed more easily. Use the fact that Class 122
is presented only in step 10.
22: @122999F => 10
This form is convenient because it could be used for
other steps in Class 122, if the existence of a
common class of 122 speaks of a similar role within
the system.
Access of all other steps to step 17 may be
constructed equivalence because step 17 is the only
one of its kind. Similar effect can be achieved for a
class of data 10, present only in step 17.
•
22: @ 999017f => 17
•
81: @ 999017f => 17
•
133: @ 999017f => 17
•
43: @ 999017f => 17
•
61: @ 999017f => 17
•
12: @ 999017f => 17

TEM Journal – Volume 7 / Number 3 / 2018.

Fig. 4. Example of step and class transitions graph with
flow identifier operator

The reader can observe how relatively complex
queries can be written with very few lines of code.
There is no need of large SQL like queries or XML
or JSON query definitions. All the developer has to
do is to write correct flow identifiers with correct
directions, step numbers and/or classes, along with
the commands in EMS programming language.

As a conclusion, we may say that the research
questions find logical answers in the current paper.
Our relatively nonstandard approach, which includes
development of a command language with
procedural features and the flow identifier operator,
pays back. Complex queries can be written with very
few lines of code, a polar coordinate system is
employed in the flow identifier operator, human tasks
are natively supported and easily extended with our
IDE. Moreover, the EMS Script Editor enables the
developer to avoid semantic errors, with the built in
intelligent mechanisms of early discovery of
semantic errors. The integration of EMS Script
Editor with the Steps and Classes metadata, as well
as the metadata structure itself, plays an important
role in the early semantic errors discovery
mechanism and the automatic GUI generation
feature.
The future work includes the creation of intelligent
generators of project prototypes, based on
description of field domain and description of goals.
The process of generations of steps and classes for
the project can be highly automated. If the developer
provides goal descriptions, some mechanisms
described in [8] can be employed in order to generate
the workflows as well.
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The command interpreter will be optimized by
including a phase, which indexes the commands, so
that the line loop procedure can jump directly to the
desired lines during execution, based on the index
information of commands in the current
trigger/function.
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